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 Manufacturing plants are filled with carts of all shapes and sizes.  Some of these are towed by 

power equipment, and many are pushed manually.  All carts have design features that either 

help or hurt ergonomic factors that impact the workers. 

 The presentation reviewed an actual customer project and looked at various ergonomic 

considerations. 

 The cart system was designed for a major automotive manufacturer, and was to be used in and 

assembly plant.  Considerations included loading parts in planned sequence, transporting loaded 

carts to a nearby facility, manually maneuvering loaded carts in the assembly area, and 

unloading the parts in planned sequence.  The user worked to very specific ergonomic 

standards, including lifting heights, push/pull forces in manual operations, and even had 

concerns about the forces required to steer the carts manually.  Other design features included 

washdown capability, protecting the parts from damage during transit, and capability to 

accommodate future changes in part sizes. 

 The final product met every requirement specified by the end user.  A rotating carrousel design 

achieved a capacity about one hour of parts on each cart with the capability for the assembly 

workers to maintain the carts in one position, yet access every part on the cart.  The carrousel 

shelves were positioned vertically to remain within the reach limits specified, and were 

adjustable for future part changes.  Carrousel compartments were lined with a protective 

material which not only protected the parts, but also facilitated removing parts by sliding them 

versus lifting.  Cart structure minimized total weight, and the large wheels enabled the cart to be 

maneuvered manually within the push/pull forces specified.  Special bearings in the steering 

system afforded easy manual steering in tight quarters.   

 

 

The benefits to the customer included a part handling system that fit well into their lean assembly 

operation.  Anecdotal evidence tells us the users “love” the carts, and the customer has ordered several 

additional carts since the initial order. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


